Abstract. The purpose of this note is to complete the proof of the Erd6s conjecture concerning optimal points of polynomial interpolation on the unit circle when the number of these points is even.
It has been conjectured by ErdSs [3] that the norm IlAzll is minimal when the nodes {z} are equally distributed on F. For the case when the number of interpolation nodes is odd, this conjecture has been proved in [2] . The proof is based on the equivalence of the above problem to a corresponding minimum norm problem for trigonometric polynomials on [0, 2). This latter problem has been solved by de Boor and Pinkus in [1] , where they extended techniques primarily developed by Kilgore [4] in order to characterize the optimal points of interpolation by algebraic polynomials on a finite real interval. Here we are completing the roof of the ErdSs conjecture for the case when the number of interpolation points is even. The proof also consists in reducing the minimum norm problem on the unit circle to the corresponding trigonometric problem and using the techniques of [4] and [1] , but instead of usual trigonometric polynomials the "trigonometric" polynomials of the half-angles will be used. [2] ).
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In view of a formula in [4, p. In order to complete the proof of Theorem 2, we note that if we are at any __0", a minimum of [IAall we must have A 1(_0") A 2m (__0"). For assume to the contrary that there exists a _0" 19, which is a minimum of IIAall, with at least one of the Ai(_0*), say A 1(_0"), strictly less than IIAo.II. Since J1 0, it follows by the implicit function theorem that in any neighborhood of _0" we may strictly decrease the ?i(_O), 2,..., 2m, contradicting the minimality of _0". Since for the choice 0"k =(k-1)r/(2m), k 1,... ,2m we have ;tl(_) A2m(_0), it remains to show that there is a unique point _0" 19 for which A(_0*) A2m(_0*). This is dcmonstrated by reasoning totally analogous to that found in the proof of Theorem 1 of [1] .
